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Abstract. This study explored whether sensorimotor experiences of cutting down a 

tree in a virtual forest would be more effective compared to mentally simulating the 

same experience in terms of increasing pro-environmental self-efficacy and 

behavior in the physical, non-mediated world. Two modalities for embodying the 

tree-cutting experience were compared: immersive virtual environment and mental 

simulation. Results demonstrated that embodied experiences presented with 

immersive virtual environments lead to significantly greater pro-environmental self-

efficacy and actual pro-environmental behavior compared to mentally simulating 

the experience. Presence – the perception that the mediated environment is real – 

was explored as an underlying mechanism of embodied experiences, and individual 

disposition for presence perception was investigated as a possible moderator. 
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1. Introduction 

The advancement of digital media such as video games and virtual 

environments continues to transform traditional communication rules. Novel 

affordances of digital media give rise to unique approaches and solutions to 

research themes that could not be answered with traditional methods, due to the lack 

of technical capacity needed to approach such an issue. This study explored how 

advanced digital technology can augment human sensory capacities (Bailenson, 

Beall, Blascovich, Loomis, & Turk, 2005) and how digitally enhanced multisensory 

experiences can influence attitudes and behaviors that transfer to the non-mediated, 

physical world.  

 The capacity to digitally augment sensory experiences allows advanced 

digital technology to offer embodied experiences – a vivid, realistic mediated 

experience bolstered by simulated sensory information. Mediated experiences were 

available with more traditional media such as books and television (Reeves & Nass, 

1996) but novel affordances of advanced digital media allow users to go beyond 

passive viewership and become active participants in the mediated context, seeing, 

hearing, and feeling the experience as if it were their own.  

 The realism of embodied experiences is important because the theory of 

embodied cognition stipulates that our mind is defined by the limitations of our 

body and our specific situation or environment (Clark, 2001; Gallagher, 2005). If 

we learn and think via the experiences involving our body, then the simulated 

experience becomes similar to experiences in the non-mediated, physical world. 

The advantage of using advanced digital media to explore embodied experiences is 

that there is almost infinite flexibility in terms of the mediated context constructed 

for these simulated experiences. Thus, users are able to actively participate in 

experiences that they were only able to imagine with traditional media, while 

receiving vivid, tangible sensory inputs. This makes it possible for scholars to 

answer innovative and perhaps radical questions with regard to how active 

experiences can influence the way individuals think and behave. 

 Despite the promising potential for real life implications and benefits, 

surprisingly few empirical studies have looked at applying advanced digital media 

such as virtual environments to explore the processes and effects of embodied 

experiences. This study aims to lay the cornerstones of exploring the use of virtual 
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environments in embodied cognition research. 

Embodied Cognition and Embodied Experiences 

The theory of embodied cognition can be distinguished from traditional 

cognitive science in the emphasis it places on the role of the body – body being the 

biological component of self (versus the mind) – and the surrounding environment. 

Earlier cognitive theories thought of the cognitive process as analogous to a 

computer’s main processing unit, assuming that the mind is software that runs on 

brain hardware and cognition is a logical process based on pure computation. In 

comparison, the theory of embodied cognition focuses on the physical attributes of 

the body and interactions among the body, environment, and the mind (Shapiro, 

2007; Wilson, 2002).  

 The discovery of mirror neurons provides a biological explanation for this 

action-perception link. Functional neuroimaging studies (Grezes & Decety, 2001) 

have discovered that the same part of the brain became activated both by merely 

viewing pictures of disgusted faces and by actually smelling disgusting odors 

(Wicker et al., 2003). Mirror neuron activity was also triggered when only the 

sounds that a certain action produces were heard (Kohler et al., 2002). These studies 

confirm that the link between the body and mind is not based on pure logic and 

reason but on sensorimotor experiences. 

Behavioral evidence of the body influencing how individuals think and feel 

can also be found. Recent studies showed that individuals primed with either hot or 

cold tactile temperatures by holding hot or cold drinks before meeting another 

person would later judge that person to have a warm or cold personality, 

respectively. The same manipulation also led individuals to behave in a prosocial or 

egocentric manner, respectively (Williams & Bargh, 2008). Furthermore, people are 

likely to agree with statements when they make nodding head movements while 

listening (Wells & Petty, 1980); rate a cartoon as humorous when their facial 

muscles used for smiling are stimulated unobtrusively as they view the cartoon 

(Strack, Martin, & Stepper, 1988); and find a random pair of letters likeable if they 

have extensive experience typing the letter pair (Beilock & Holt, 2007). The action-

perception link has also been confirmed the other way around, from perception to 

action. For instance, emotion and arousal have been shown to correlate highly with 

nonverbal manifestations such as vocal cues (e.g., vocal tension, vocal nervousness) 
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(Burgoon, Le Poire, Beutler, Bergan, & Engle, 1992). 

Mental simulation is a virtual, or “off-line,” simulation of potential action 

which relies on prior constructed sensorimotor schemas. These schemas can trigger 

relevant neural systems as if the observer was interacting with relevant objects, 

events, and people, just based on mere imagination (Goldman, 1989). Because of 

this link between mental simulation and action neurons, mental simulation 

techniques are commonly used to develop athletic skills (Hausenblas, Hall, Rodgers, 

& Munroe, 1999) as well as promote task self-efficacy and enhance skill 

performance (Cumming, 2008).  

Several studies have explored the effect of mental simulation on attitude and 

behavior change. For instance, participants who recalled a past experience of social 

rejection perceived the room’s temperature as significantly lower than participants 

who recalled experiences of social inclusion (Zhong & Leonardelli, 2008). Similarly, 

retrospective thinking about life in the past triggered participants to lean backwards 

whereas prospective thinking about life in the future triggered them to lean forward 

(Miles, Nind, & Macrae, 2010).  

 A series of other studies show that text stimuli are able to induce mental 

simulation that leads to activation of sensorimotor schema. When reading verbs 

related to either positive or negative emotions (e.g., to smile, to frown), facial 

muscles associated with positive or negative expressions were stimulated (Foroni & 

Semin, 2009). The connection between text-induced mental simulation and the 

activation of sensorimotor schema is further supported by neurological evidence 

from right- and left-handed individuals. When reading verbs related to manual 

action (e.g., grasp or throw), the area of the brain that is triggered during actual 

motor activity for right- and left-handed individuals became active, respectively 

(Willems, Hagoort, & Casasanto, 2009). A related neurological study demonstrated 

that individuals understand a story by mentally simulating different events in the 

narrative (Speer, Reynolds, Swallow, & Zacks, 2009). 

Virtual Environments and Embodied Experiences 

 Embodied cognition theory stipulates that human action and thoughts are 

bound by the affordances of the human body, such as body type, perceptual 

apparatus, and means of interaction with the environment (Glenberg, 1999). For 

instance, a human being has completely different means of playing with a ball 
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compared to a puppy and thus constructs very different sensorimotor schema that 

link actions with cognitions. Mental simulation would also be bound by this 

restriction even if it is based on imagination – without a previously constructed 

sensorimotor schema, there would be no basis to guide the simulation. This implies 

that simulating a situation that is beyond the capacities of the human body or that 

the individual has no prior experiences may be difficult. 

 In comparison, virtual environments offer unique solutions so that 

individuals may go beyond the constraints of the body or of prior experiences. At 

the click of a button, users are able to change their self-representation at will to any 

type or form of body, sex, or species and experience the virtual world embodying a 

virtual representation completely different from the physical one in the real world. 

Furthermore, virtual environments are able to augment the sensory capacities of the 

human body, for instance, by allowing users to simultaneously expand their gaze to 

different people or to be present at two different places at the same time (Bailenson, 

Yee, Blascovich, & Guadagno, 2008).  

In this study, embodied experiences are defined as the users’ experiences 

within virtual environments with vivid visual, aural, and haptic sensorimotor inputs 

and the ability to actively interact with the mediated environment, such as with 

objects and people. These are experiences in which users are able to embody a 

completely different body and see, hear, and feel completely novel situations that 

transcend physical space and time. Such experiences have not been possible with 

traditional media and present immense potential to gain deeper insight into the 

processes of the body and mind by asking questions that have been difficult to 

address until recently. Embodied experiences in virtual environments are as close as 

one can get to physical experiences using mediated content (Grigorovici, 2003), but 

they are still virtually mediated experiences. Thus, the question of interest is 

whether sensorimotor experiences in virtual worlds are able to influence attitudes 

and behaviors in the physical world. Also of interest is how embodied experiences 

compare to mental simulation of the same experience when individuals lack a prior 

constructed sensorimotor schema. 

Some experiments have already demonstrated IVEs’ capacity to allow 

individuals to virtually step into another person’s body and experience the world 

through that person’s eyes to explore the effect of embodiment on their attitude and 
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behavior. By embodying the body of an elderly avatar in an IVE, participants 

demonstrated a decrease in negative stereotypes against elderly individuals (Yee & 

Bailenson, 2006). When participants embodied an attractive avatar, they were more 

willing to stand closer to an unfamiliar person and disclose more information about 

the self compared to those who embodied less attractive avatars (Yee & Bailenson, 

2007). In the same paper, participants who were assigned taller avatars negotiated 

more aggressively than those who were given shorter avatars on a negotiation task. 

In a follow-up study, Yee and colleagues (2009) demonstrated that the effect of 

embodying tall or short avatars in the virtual world can transfer into the physical 

world, where participants who embodied taller avatars negotiated more aggressively 

than those who embodied shorter avatars.  

Functional and Subjective Features of Embodied Experiences in Virtual 

Environments 

There are several features of virtual environments that set them apart from 

traditional media in terms of providing embodied experiences. These affordances 

augment sensorimotor inputs and create experiences that are sufficiently realistic for 

the user to respond as if he or she is in a non-mediated, physical environment.  

Immersion is a concept often used to describe a novel affordance of digital 

media which serves to heighten the reality of the mediated content. Slater and 

Wilbur (1997) define immersion as the extent to which media are capable of 

delivering an inclusive, extensive, surrounding, and vivid illusion of reality to the 

senses. Others define immersion as users being surrounded or enveloped by sensory 

information simulated by digital devices that allow them to temporarily forget the 

fact that they are in a mediated environment, causing them to think and behave as if 

they are in the real, physical world (Heeter, 1992; Slater, Usoh, & Steed, 1994; 

Steuer, 1995). Although the field has not been able to settle on a canonical 

definition yet, taken together, the concept of immersion describes how users are 

surrounded by layers of sensory information simulated by advanced digital 

technology that create the illusion of being in the physical world.  

IVEs can be implemented in different ways (see Loomis, Blascovich, & 

Beall, 1999 for details). The IVE system used for this study was comprised of the 

head-mounted display (HMD), a headpiece with a lens for each eye which provides 

stereoscopic views of the computer-generated environment, and various devices that 
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track simple head and body movements as well as the position of the body in three-

dimensional space. Spatialized sound from headphones built into the HMD allowed 

users to hear sounds that seemed to be emanating from surrounding auditory space 

(Wenzel, 1992). A force feedback haptic device was applied to yield tactile 

stimulation of arm and hand movement and interaction with the virtual environment.  

 Presence is the psychological state of feeling that the mediated experience 

reproduced by virtual environments is “real” (Biocca, 1997; Lombard & Ditton, 

1997). Some scholars have used immersion and presence interchangeably because 

of their obvious conceptual similarities. In this study, the two concepts will be 

distinguished by defining presence as the subjective unit of evaluating the realism 

of the mediated experience, whereas immersion would be the objective, or 

technological unit of evaluation. Immersion will be operationalized by manipulating 

the components and layers of sensory inputs provided by digital technology 

whereas presence will be measured as various forms of individual assessments of 

the virtual environment’s realism.  

The vivid perception of presence offers users with experiences realistic 

enough to lead to persuasion and attitudinal changes. For instance, consumers with 

high perception of presence were more likely to be persuaded by a television 

advertisement compared to those who felt less presence (Kim & Biocca, 1997). 

High levels of perceived presence induced by an interactive computer agent led 

individuals to react favorably to the agent when the agent was attractive and even 

reduced negativity when the agent was unattractive. Furthermore, when perceived 

presence was high (i.e., higher interactivity), individuals were more likely to be 

persuaded by health messages compared to when perceived presence was low 

(Skalski & Tamborini, 2007). Studies investigating task performances have found 

that high levels of perceived presence are also positively linked with task 

performance (Sas, O’Hare, & Reilly, 2004; Slater, Linakis, Usoh, & Kooper, 1996). 

Other studies have demonstrated that when the sensory experience is 

sufficiently realistic, the person feels an illusion of the physical body merging with 

the body of the self representation in the virtual environment (Sanches-Vives, 

Spanlang, Frisoli, Bergamasco, & Slater, 2010; Slater, Spanlang, Sanches-Vives, & 

Blanke, 2010). In one of these studies, Sanches-Vives and colleagues demonstrated 

that by synchronizing the haptic sensation of moving the physical hand and the 
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hand of the self avatar for approximately 2-3 minutes, participants later felt the 

sensation of their stationary physical arm moving when they saw the virtual arm 

move. This sense of embodiment elicited by perceived realism is a literal translation 

of ‘stepping into’ another person’s shoes and thus, presence may be the key to 

understanding the processes of embodied experiences. 

Presence can also be perceived from text or narrative stimuli. When reading 

a narrative, individuals may feel completely immersed in the text and experience 

vivid mental images of settings and characters (termed narrative transportation; 

Green & Brock, 2000). Presence perception through text or narratives is essentially 

equivalent to engaging in mental simulation and has been used frequently as 

experimental stimuli in embodied cognition research. Upon reading the text or 

narrative, readers must cognitively simulate the hypothetical scenario in their minds 

to understand the story and better enjoy the vicarious experience (Green, Brock, & 

Kaufman, 2004). The embodied cognition research contends that the mental 

simulation is based on previously constructed sensorimotor schemas, and perceptual 

neurons become activated at mere simulation of the action. This is how vivid mental 

simulation can seem as real to the individual as the physical experience. Thus, 

presence is also hypothesized to be the underlying mechanism of mental simulation. 

In the current study, embodied experiences presented with IVE will be compared to 

embodied experiences presented with mental simulation and presence perception in 

both modalities will be measured and assessed. 

There is still much to be learned about presence and scholars have yet to 

concur on a validated and widely used measure of presence, despite their agreement 

on its importance. Most studies use self-report questionnaires to gauge presence, 

and there is a wide array of different questionnaires (e.g., Biocca, Kim, & Choi, 

2001; Lessiter, Freeman, Keogh, & Davidoff, 2001; Witmer & Singer, 1998) that 

define and measure presence in slightly varying ways. Such scattered use of 

different self-reports fail to help foster validity. There are more objective options of 

measuring presence, such as physiological measures (Meehan, Razzaque, Whitton, 

& Brooks, 2003) or behavioral responses such as walking behavior (Usoh et al., 

1999), startle response (Slater & Usoh, 1993), reflex reactions (i.e., avoiding a 

vehicle heading towards you; Loomis, 1992) to see how closely participants’ 

responses to mediated stimuli match those presented in the real world. Although 
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more objective than self-reports, these measures may be limited in that they are not 

direct measures of presence. Consequently, using a combination of both subjective 

and objective measures to evaluate presence would complement the shortcomings 

of each measure (Bailenson et al., 2004) and both types of measures will be applied 

in the current study. 

Furthermore, many social science studies rely on self-reports of behavioral 

intent to assess changes in behavior, but intent to behave is not the exclusive 

determinant of actual behavior (Sheppard, Hartwick, & Warshaw, 1988), and 

inconsistencies between behavioral intention and actual behavior are repeatedly 

found. For example, earlier studies on recycling intentions and actual recycling 

behavior revealed that the relationship is spurious (Davies, Foxall, & Pallister, 

2002). Also, Bowman and colleagues (1998) found in a study on recycling 

behaviors that although 72% of respondents claimed to recycle, observation 

revealed that only 40% of them actually participated in recycling activity. Thus, it is 

important to gauge actual behavior change rather than rely on data from self-reports.  

 Finally, there are individual differences in the capacity to feel presence. 

Different individuals may pay attention to totally different stimuli and may feel 

different levels of presence even if they are sharing the same mediated environment 

(Heeter, 2003; Lombard & Ditton, 1997; Steuer, 1995; Waterworth & Waterworth, 

2006). However, empirical evidence investigating the influence of individual factors 

on presence is scarce. Sas and O’Hare (2003; Sas, 2004) conducted the most 

extensive series of experiments investigating the role of personality factors on the 

perception of presence. Results confirmed that individuals who have higher 

dispositions for empathy (willingness to share another person’s experiences), 

absorption (openness to experiencing experiential events that are sensorial or 

imaginal), imagination, and willingness to be transported (willingness to suspend 

disbelief to enjoy mediated experiences) experienced significantly higher levels of 

presence than those lower on these traits. A more recent study also found that 

empathy is one of the best predictors for the sense of presence that participants felt 

during an IVE experience (Wallach, Safir, & Samana, 2010). 

Individual differences in empathy have been usually measured with Davis’ 

(1983) Interpersonal Reactivity Index, a 28-item scale comprised of four subscales 

that measure the individual’s propensity to engage in perspective taking and fantasy 
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as well as feel empathic concern and personal distress at the plight of others. 

Together, these subscales assess a comprehensive picture of how an individual 

reacts and cares about others and their needs. However, the construct most relevant 

to embodied experiences is perspective taking, which is the mental effort to step 

inside another person’s shoes – essentially the definition of embodied experiences. 

Thus, a more refined scale that measures individuals’ tendency to engage in 

perspective taking (Gehlbach, Brinkworth, & Wang, in press) will be used for the 

current study to determine how individual differences moderate the effect of 

embodied experiences.  

2. Experiment 

This study directly compared embodied experiences through IVE against 

MS to examine the effect of different modalities of embodied experiences on pro-

environmental self-efficacy and behavior. Participants were given substantive 

information on the use of non-recycled paper products and deforestation problems 

and were asked to either virtually or mentally embody the role of a person cutting 

down a large tree with a chain saw. In the IVE condition, participants received 

visual and aural sensory inputs through a HMD and input through a haptic device to 

experience cutting down a tree in an immersive virtual forest. In the MS condition, 

they received a detailed text narrative of those sensory inputs and were asked to 

mentally simulate the experience.  

MS has been compared to actual physical activities in earlier studies to 

confirm the connection between the brain areas that control mental simulation and 

actual sensorimotor activity. One of the earliest empirical evidence (Landauer, 

1962) proved that it took participants almost the same time to either recite the 

alphabet out loud or to mentally simulate the recitation. Similarly, individuals took 

approximately the same time to write a short sentence either physically or mentally 

(Decety & Michel, 1989) and to walk towards targets placed at different distances 

either physically or mentally (Decety, Jeannerod, & Prablanc, 1989). However, 

when the task becomes difficult or awkward, for instance, moving the hand to an 

unfamiliar or awkward position, mental simulation takes much longer than physical 

activity and the correlation between the mind and the body becomes weak (Parsons, 

1994). This implies that when individuals have no previously constructed 

sensorimotor schema to base mental simulations on (i.e., no prior experience) their 
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simulations become either inaccurate or difficult to execute.  

 Only a few studies to date have compared embodied experiences within 

IVEs to MS. Fox (2010) compared IVEs to MS with the purpose of promoting 

health behaviors, asking participants to either watch their self representation 

perform pushups in an IVE or mentally simulate themselves performing pushups. 

There were no differences in behavioral outcomes between the two conditions, but 

female participants believed that they could perform significantly more pushups 

after watching themselves in IVE compared to MS. Groom, Bailenson, and Nass 

(2009) had participants embody a self representation of either an African-American 

or a White Caucasian in an IVE or mentally simulate the embodiment. Results 

indicated that embodied experiences via IVE are able to influence people’s attitudes 

about racial bias whereas MS failed to do so. Participants in both studies were able 

to move their heads and walk inside the IVE to confirm the sense of embodiment 

but there were no actual sensorimotor tasks involved during the experiment, and 

thus cannot be considered a direct investigation of embodied experiences.  

One of the main questions of interest in this study was whether the vivid 

experience of embodying the tree-cutter’s perspective through IVE would exert 

greater influence on actual pro-environmental behavior compared to mentally 

putting oneself in the tree-cutter’s shoes. Based on earlier discussions, IVE is 

anticipated to lead to greater behavioral change compared to MS: 

H1: Participants in the IVE condition will engage in more pro-environmental 

behavior than those in the MS condition. 

IVE’s success in influencing behavior in the non-mediated real world is 

likely to be related to the higher levels of perceived presence felt during the 

embodied experience due to more explicit sensory inputs available (e.g., visual, 

aural, haptic) compared to MS. In addition to the self-reported measure of presence 

which gauges the subjective level of realism that individuals feel in a mediated 

context, recall on the information given (information on the environment provided 

from outside the mediated environment) during the task will be assessed to 

supplement the self-reported measure. Prior studies have used memory tasks as a 

proxy measure of presence to complement self-reported questionnaires for 

improved validity (Fox, Bailenson, & Binney, 2009; Nichols, Haldane, & Wilson, 

2000). The logic behind using recall as a proxy for presence is that when users are 
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intensely engaged in an experience, they are likely to pay less attention to and 

remember less of the information given during the engaging experience due to 

limited cognitive capacity. Thus, higher recall would imply that the participant was 

less engaged in the world, and thus felt a lesser degree of presence.  

H2A: Participants in the IVE condition will report higher levels of self-

reported presence than those in the MS condition. 

H2B: Participants in the IVE condition will demonstrate lower levels of 

recall than those in the MS condition. 

Self-efficacy is an individual’s belief that his or her actions will have 

meaningful influences over events that affect their lives (Bandura, 1994). Prior 

studies have shown that individuals who have higher levels of perceived self-

efficacy have positive correlations with pro-environmental behaviors (Meinhold & 

Malkus, 2005; Tabernero & Hernandez, 2010). Bandura (1994) suggests that the 

most effective way of creating a strong sense of self-efficacy is through mastery of 

actual experiences. Then, the more realistic an embodied experience is, the more it 

is expected to increase perception of self-efficacy. Because embodied experiences 

through IVE are expected to be more realistic, it is hypothesized that: 

H3: Participants in the IVE condition will report higher levels of self-

efficacy after the embodied experience than those in the MS condition. 

Finally, individual differences in perspective taking propensity were 

explored. Based on earlier discussions, 

RQ1: How will individuals with different levels of perspective taking 

propensity respond to embodied experiences through IVE or MS? 

Methods 

Sample 

A convenience sample was obtained from the student population of a 

medium-sized university. The sample (N = 47) consisted of 29 women and 18 men 

aged 18 to 46 (M = 21.60, SD = 4.27). Participants self-reported their race/ethnicity 

as Caucasian/White (48.9%; n = 23); African-American/Black (14.9%; n = 7); 

Latino/a (10.6%; n = 5); Asian/Asian-American (17%; n = 8); and Other/mixed 

nationality (8.5%; n = 4)1.  

Apparatus 

The HMD used was a NVIS SX111 model which presented the virtual 
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environment with 640 horizontal by 512 vertical pixel resolution panels for each 

eye with SXGA displays. Participants’ head movements were tracked by a three-

axis orientation sensing system and used to continuously update the simulated 

viewpoint. The system latency, or delay between the participant’s movement and 

the resulting update in the HMD, was no greater than 80 ms. Vizard 3.0 software 

was used to assimilate tracking and rendering.  

The computer was also equipped with the Sensable Phantom Omni haptic 

device. For the purposes of this experiment, the device’s degrees of freedom were 

limited to the x-, y-, and z-axes. The device allows participants to touch and feel 

objects in the virtual world by providing mechanical resistance based on the 

position of the hand as it interacts with the virtual environment. Through the tip of 

the haptic device, participants had one point of contact where the tip of the chain 

saw touched the virtual object. 

Design 

All participants were subject to a pretest at least 24 hours before coming 

into the lab. The pretest measured their perspective taking propensity and self-

efficacy with regard to improving environmental issues. In the lab, a between-

subjects design was employed and participants were randomly assigned to one of 

two conditions, IVE (n = 24) or MS (n = 23)2.  

The IVE condition presented participants with a highly immersive tree-

cutting experience with three layers of sensory input. Figure 1 depicts the 

experimental setup for the IVE condition. Wearing the HMD, participants embodied 

an avatar standing inside a forest and saw the world from the avatar’s first person 

perspective in stereoscopic vision with head controlled control of point of view. 

Stereovision yielded perception of depth within the virtual world and the head 

controlled point of view allowed participants to look around in the virtual world as 

if they were in the real world. Headphones offered spatialized sound that localized 

sounds in the virtual environment according to participants’ head movements, such 

that if they turned their head toward an object on the left hand side, the volume 

would increase in relation to the angle between the ear and the virtual object. 

Finally, using the haptic device, participants were able to feel realistic vibrations of 

the chain saw they used to cut the tree with and saw the arms of the avatar move in 

sync with movement of their physical arms. To heighten the realism of the 
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experience, a physical handle resembling the handle of the chain saw used in the 

IVE was constructed out of cardboard and attached to the haptic device. Details 

such as birds flying in and out of the trees, sound of running water, and grassy 

terrain made the virtual forest realistic.  

The MS condition presented participants with a narrative description of this 

virtual forest. To create maximum similarity between the MS condition and the rich 

sensory inputs offered in the IVE condition, 14 judges from a separate sample from 

the main study (7 males, 7 females) were asked to pretest the IVE condition to help 

develop the text stimulus. Two methods were combined to capture all the sensory 

description that the judges could come up with regarding the virtual forest. First, as 

the judges experienced the virtual forest and the tree-cutting procedure, they were 

asked to think out loud, taking care to describe every sensory detail in the virtual 

forest. These real-time thoughts were recorded with an audio device and later 

transcribed. Secondly, after the judges finished cutting the tree down in the virtual 

forest, they were subject to the thought-listing procedure (Cacioppo & Petty, 1981) 

which asked participants to write down all of their thoughts during the IVE 

experience. Based on the information from transcribed audio files and the thought-

listing procedures, a narrative stimulus that included all of the verbal information 

gathered from the 14 judges was developed for the MS condition. To develop the 

final MS stimulus, information that was repeated or redundant among the judges 

was included only once in the narrative and grammatical errors were corrected. 
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Figure 1. Experimental Setup for the IVE Condition (A). 

Participants wore the HMD (C) and were able to look around the virtual forest in 

stereovision and heard spatialized aural inputs wearing headphones (headphones not 

shown in figure). The HMD (C) was equipped with an Intersense cube that allowed 

head-controlled point of view in the IVE. They were then instructed to pull and 

push the haptic device (B) to saw the virtual tree down. 

 

Procedure 

 Participants in the IVE condition first received instructions on the haptic 

device and were shown how to operate it. Then they were told that they would 

embody a “tree-cutter” in the virtual world who is about to cut down a tree. Wearing 

the HMD, participants entered the virtual world and saw the forest through the eyes 

of the tree-cutter standing in front of a tree holding onto the handle of an chain saw, 

poised to begin cutting the tree down in front of him or her. Figure 2 displays the 

series of events that the participant experiences in the IVE.  

 Before engaging in any cutting activities, participants were first asked to 

look around the forest, taking note of details such as birds, plants, sky, ground, and 
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the body of the tree-cutter they were embodying. The experimenter then read out 

loud a short piece of information that revealed how many rolls of non-recycled 

toilet paper a single cord of tree is able to produce, and how many trees had been 

cut down to supply an average 20 year-old American with non-recycled toilet paper. 

Participants then heard the sound of the chain saw starting, and were instructed to 

begin moving the haptic device back and forth to cut the tree down. The program 

required all participants to engage in cutting motions for 2 minutes. After 2 minutes, 

participants saw and heard the tree trunk crash down to the ground and were asked 

to look around the forest once more. Participants were then guided toward a survey 

computer where they filled out a series of questionnaires. 

 For the MS condition, participants were told that they would mentally take 

the perspective of a “tree-cutter” who is about to cut down a tree. Instructions 

directed participants to try to put themselves in the shoes of the tree-cutter and to 

think of the tree-cutter as an extension of himself or herself. They were also asked 

to create a vivid picture in their minds about what they see, hear, and feel in the 

forest while reading the narrative stimulus. Participants were then given the 

narrative stimulus that contains detailed descriptions of all the sensory experiences 

from the IVE condition. The narrative stimulus was designed to have a break in the 

middle where the participants in the IVE condition would receive information about 

using non-recycled toilet paper and deforestation issues. When participants finished 

reading the first part of the passage, the experimenter read out the same piece of 

information that was given in the IVE condition, and then instructed participants to 

finish reading the rest of the passage. Thus, participants in both conditions received 

pro-environmental information at approximately the same point during the 

experimental treatments (i.e., after actually looking around the forest in the IVE 

condition; after reading the descriptions of the forest in the MS condition). When 

they finished reading, participants were guided toward a survey computer where 

they filled out a series of questionnaires. 

 Finally, the last procedure of the experiment involved assessing 

participants’ pro-environmental behavior. In order to allow some time for the 

immediate sensitization toward environmental issues after experimental treatments 

to wear off, participants were asked to participate in a 30-minute long additional 

experiment that was completely irrelevant to the first one. Upon completion of this 
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second experiment, participants were seated at a table that had a cup holding a pre-

measured amount of water on it, and asked to fill out a demographic information 

sheet. While the participants were busy filling out the form, the experimenter 

approached the table to gather some forms and in the process, knocked over the cup 

of water. The experimenter then asked each participant for help by saying, “I’m so 

sorry, but I have to prepare the next participant for the experiment. Could you help 

me clean the water up?” and handed a pre-counted number of non-recycled paper 

napkins to the participant. After the participant left, the number of used napkins was 

counted and recorded as an inverse measure of pro-environmental behavior.  

 
Figure 2. Screenshot of the Series of Events in the IVE Condition. 

Participants saw the virtual forest in first-person perspective and were first 

instructed to take a good look around (A). After hearing information on using non-

recycled toilet paper and deforestation, participants were instructed to begin sawing 

down the large tree in front of them (B). Using the haptic device, participants 

moved the chain saw for two minutes (C) until the tree finally fell, crashing to the 

ground (D). 
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Measures 

 Perspective Taking Propensity. This measure was administered in the 

pretest. Seven items from Gehlbach’s Social Perspective Taking Propensity Scale 

(in press) assessed each individual’s disposition to try to take the perspective of 

another person. Participants were asked to indicate on a 5-point scale (1 = Almost 

never; 5 = Almost all the time) how often they attempted to understand and try to 

put themselves in the shoes of another (e.g., “Overall, how often do you try to 

understand the point of view of other people?). Reliability for seven items was 

Cronbach’s α = .88 and scores were averaged. A median split was used to divide the 

participants into High Propensity (n = 25) and Low Propensity (n = 21) groups.  

Napkins. The number of napkins used to wipe the water off the table was 

counted as an inverse measure of pro-environmental behavior.  

Presence. Eleven items were used to assess participants’ experience of 

presence while immersed in the virtual environment or in the mentally simulated 

world. These items were culled from several sources (Bailenson & Yee, 2007; 

Nowak & Biocca, 2003; Witmer & Singer, 1998). Participants indicated on a 5-

point scale (1 = Not at all; 5 = Extremely) the degree to which they felt that they 

had embodied the tree-cutter and the extent to which they felt the forest and the 

tree-cutting experience were real. Reliability for this measure was Cronbach’s α 

= .94 and responses were averaged.  

Recall. Using the thought-listing procedure, participants were asked to 

remember and write down all the pieces of information on toilet paper production 

and its effects on the forest. Each correctly recalled information was given a point. 

Two raters blind to experimental conditions counted the number of correctly 

recalled information. Cohen’s κ was .81, indicating high inter-coder reliability 

(Landis & Koch, 1977). Coded results from the two raters were averaged to 

establish a single measure of recall. 

Self-Efficacy. This measure was administered once in the pretest and again 

after experimental treatments to capture the effect of respective treatments on self-

efficacy toward environmental issues. Ten items from the Environmental Action 

Internal Control Index (Smith-Sebasto & Fortner, 1994) assessed participants’ 

perception of self-efficacy with regard to improving environmental issues. 

Participants answered on a 5-point scale (1 = Does not describe my point of view 
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well; 5 = Describes my point of view very well) the extent to which they agreed to 

statements that describe how individual actions can improve the environment (e.g., 

“My individual actions would improve the quality of the environment if I were to 

buy and use recycled paper products”). Reliability for this measure was high with 

Cronbach’s α = .94. Because pre-treatment self-efficacy was highly correlated with 

some of the dependent variables, it was entered as a covariate for subsequent 

analyses to control for individual differences prior to the experimental treatment. 

Videogame. Participants were asked to write the average time they spent 

playing video games each week. Earlier studies have shown that prior gaming 

experiences change the way that individuals respond to and navigate in virtual 

environments (Jelfs & Whitelock, 2001). To control for these individual differences 

that may lead to unwanted variance, this measure was entered as a covariate in 

subsequent analyses. 

4. Results 

Means and standard deviations for all dependent variables can be viewed in 

Table 1.  

 

Table 1 

Means and Standard Deviations for Dependent Variables by Condition 
 

DV 

 

 

Condition 

Napkins Presence 

 

Recall 

 

Post-

treatment 

Self-efficacy 

M SD M SD M SD M SD 

IVE 4.61 2.35 2.80 .84 .75 .68 3.38 1.01 

MS 5.61 2.43 2.66 .89 1.43 .83 3.70 .93 

 

Napkins 

 An ANOVA was run with the number of used napkins as the dependent 

variable, experimental conditions and perspective taking propensity as the 

independent variables, and videogame hours and pre-treatment self-efficacy as 

covariates. The main effect of experimental condition was significant, F(1, 40) = 

4.16, p < .05, partial η2 = .09, with participants in the IVE condition using 

significantly less napkins than those in the MS condition. H1 was supported. The 
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main effect of perspective taking propensity was also significant, F(1, 40) = 4.73, p 

< .05, partial η2 = .11, with participants in the High Propensity group using 

significantly less napkins (M = 4.48, SD = 1.94) than those in the Low Propensity 

group (M = 6.75, SD = 3.41). No interaction effects were significant.  

Presence and Recall 

 An ANOVA was run with presence as the dependent variable, and the same 

independent variables and covariate as above. No main or interaction effects were 

significant, all Fs < 1. Because no significant differences in the level of presence 

were found between the two conditions, H2A was not supported.  

 Another ANOVA was performed with recall as the dependent variable, and 

the same independent variables and covariate as above. The main effect of 

experimental condition was significant, F(1, 40) = 6.22, p < .05, partial η2 = .14, 

with the IVE condition yielding significantly lower recall scores compared to the 

MS condition. H2B was supported. No other main or interaction effects were 

significant. This yields partial evidence that participants in the IVE condition felt 

higher levels of presence and were more engaged in the mediated environment, 

resulting in lower recall scores compared to those in the MS condition.  

Self-Efficacy 

 To compare the change in self-efficacy levels before and after the 

experimental treatments, a repeated-measures ANOVA was run with both self-

efficacy measures as the dependent within-participants variable, and the same 

independent variables and covariate above as the between-participants variables. 

The main effect for self-efficacy was significant, F(1, 41) = 4.62, p < .05, partial η2 

= .10, with significantly higher self-efficacy levels after the experimental treatments 

(M = 3.56, SD = .97) compared to before the treatments (M = 3.13, SD = 1.00). No 

other effects were significant. Because only the main effect of self-efficacy was 

significant, H3 was not supported. 

5. Discussion 

 This study yielded several important insights regarding embodied 

experiences presented through IVE and MS and how they influence self-efficacy 

and behavior. After experiencing rich sensory experiences of the tree-cutter in the 

IVE or by mentally simulating the same experience, participants in both conditions 

demonstrated significant increases in self-efficacy. That is, all participants, 
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regardless of the modality of their embodied experiences felt a higher sense that 

their individual actions could make significant improvements for the environment 

compared to before their embodied experiences. 

 However, differences between experimental conditions were manifested 

when it came to actual pro-environmental behavior. Results indicated that 

participants who embodied the tree-cutter in an IVE used significantly less napkins 

compared to participants who imagined the embodiment. Thus, it seems that 

increasing awareness of environmental issues through embodied experiences using 

either modality generally fosters a greater sense of self-efficacy. However, increase 

in self-efficacy does not always lead to actual pro-environmental behavior, as 

demonstrated by the napkin usage. The results of this study imply that actual 

sensorimotor experiences within IVEs are more powerful than mere imagination in 

terms of transferring over to the physical world to influence actual behavior.  

The hypothesis that embodied experiences within IVEs would result in a 

higher perception of presence compared to MS was not supported by the self-report 

questionnaires but indirectly demonstrated with the recall measure. This may be due 

to the fact that the self-reported presence measure used in this study was not 

sensitive enough to pick up felt level of realism. Earlier studies have demonstrated 

that indirect and objective behavioral measures can better assess presence 

(Bailenson et al., 2004). The inconsistency may also be explained by the fact that 

the presence scale used for this study was mostly intended for use after exposure to 

virtual environments. Using a presence scale specifically developed for narratives 

(e.g., Green & Brock, 2000) may have been a more sensitive measure for the MS 

condition.  

 Finally, participants with High Propensity used significantly less non-

recycled napkins than those with Low Propensity, indicating that individual 

differences are involved in embodied experiences to some extent. 

Theoretical and Applied Implications  

The results of the current study make meaningful contributions to the 

embodied cognition literature by demonstrating that novel embodied experiences 

presented with IVEs influence attitude and behavior outside of the virtual 

environment. Theorists have posited that virtual environments may be effective 

tools to study the relationship between the body and the mind (Velmans, 1998), but 
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few, if any, studies have presented empirical support.  

The results of the current study expand the body-and-mind connection by 

demonstrating that IVEs offer embodied experiences that are sufficiently real for 

users to construct new sensorimotor schemas based on their virtual experience. 

Despite the vivid descriptions of the tree-cutting process provided in the MS 

condition, actual sensorimotor experiences during embodiment in IVE were more 

influential in encouraging behavioral changes in the physical world. 

In a sense, IVE could be seen as the link somewhere between the mind and 

the body, liberating users from the physical constraints of the body in the virtual 

world while keeping the embodied experience tangible with vivid visual, aural, and 

haptic inputs. Taking advantage of the flexibility that virtual environments provide 

in terms of self representation and environment, users are able to build sensorimotor 

schemas that will later influence perception and behaviors without having to 

experience the situation in the real world. The context of embodied experiences also 

gains almost limitless freedom, as shown in earlier studies in which participants 

were able to embody virtual representations of different physical stature (Yee & 

Bailenson, 2007), sex/gender (Yee, Ducheneaut, Yao, & Nelson, 2011), nationality 

(Groom, Bailenson, & Nass, 2009), and those with physical disabilities (Ahn & 

Bailenson, 2010; Kalyanaraman, Penn, Ivory, & Judge, 2010).  

Results from the current study further suggest that sensorimotor 

experiences that occur within IVEs (i.e., seeing, hearing, touching) are more 

influential than mentally simulating those experiences, particularly when the goal is 

to change actual behavior. Thus, sensorimotor experiences in the past seem to be a 

necessary condition to influence sensorimotor behavior in the future. In comparison, 

any form of embodied experience, regardless of modality (IVE vs. MS) was 

sufficient to increase internal motivation (i.e., self-efficacy) to engage in pro-

environmental behavior.  

 Finally, most empirical studies in the realm of environment research have 

resorted to self-report measures of behavioral intentions rather than observe actual 

behavioral change as a result of experimental treatment. As earlier studies and the 

current study demonstrate, self-efficacy and intention may not be effective 

predictors of actual pro-environmental behavior. This gap may be from social 

desirability bias (Fisher, 1993) in which respondents choose to report “desirable” or 
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socially accepted behaviors in surveys even if they do not reflect accurate intentions 

(Sherman, 1980; Malhotra, 1993).  

In the current study, participants were asked to voluntarily help clean up 

spilled water using however many napkins they wished to use. By choosing an 

unobtrusive method of measuring behavior, we were able to obtain naturalistic 

responses outside of the experimental context. Also, because the water was spilled 

without notice, participants did not have time to worry about the socially desirable 

or correct answer, decreasing possible confounds of social desirability or demand 

characteristics. Thus, a strong theoretical contribution that this study makes is that 

self-reported measures of self-efficacy are assessed and compared against actual 

pro-environmental behavior. 

 The finding that vivid sensorimotor inputs presented through IVEs are able 

to aid in the embodiment of completely novel experiences opens up great potential 

for applications. For instance, public service announcements promoting pro-

environmental behavior could become significantly more persuasive when 

presented as an embodied experience in virtual environments rather than relying on 

traditional media. Considering that a child between the ages of 8 and 18 spends an 

average of nearly 1.5 hours at a computer and 1.25 hours playing video games every 

day (Kaiser Family Foundation, 2010), the content of the public service 

announcement could easily be designed into a video game.  

With the advent of games with immersive features such as the Nintendo 

Wii or the Microsoft Kinect, IVEs are becoming increasingly ubiquitous (Ahn, Fox, 

& Bailenson, in press). Because video games played in IVEs have been found to be 

more influential in terms of perception of presence and influencing behavior 

(Perksy & Blascovich, 2007; 2008) pro-environmental messages relayed through 

IVEs are likely to be more persuasive than using traditional media. Thus, public 

service announcements may be designed for immersive video game platforms to 

relay messages on a wide range of themes such as health behavior or safety.  

In addition, the results also imply that individual differences in the capacity 

to feel presence can be important factors that moderate the effect of embodied 

experiences. This implies that content developers can tailor the message to meet the 

needs of their target audience. By collecting data on individual differences such as 

perspective taking propensity, more effective content of embodiment may be 
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developed to subject the individual to maximal influence from the experience. In 

the same way, embodied experiences in IVE could significantly help those involved 

in training and education.  

 With the rapid advancement and dispersion of technology, we may soon be 

in a world in which we are able to embody any entity to virtually experience the life 

of that entity augmented with vivid sensorimotor inputs, right in the comforts of our 

own living room. If these virtual expeditions can lead to attitudinal and behavioral 

changes in the physical world, it is imperative for scholars to conduct timely 

investigations on the different effects of embodied experiences as this may easily 

become a social issue. The current study strived to take the initial steps toward 

shedding light on these unanswered yet critical questions on the increasingly 

blurred boundary between virtual and physical experiences. 
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NOTES 

1. Entering race/ethnicity as a factor did not affect any of the subsequent analyses 

and will not be discussed further. 

2. Approximately equal numbers of participants from each group were randomly 

assigned into IVE (High Propensity n = 10; Low Propensity n = 13) and MS 

conditions (High Propensity n = 15; Low Propensity n = 8), with the exception of 

one cell. However, results revealed no significant interactions between experimental 

condition and perspective taking propensity and this issue is not discussed further. 
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